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Methods that you’ll find in this 

ebook 

 

1 – AlexaMaster method 

 

2 – Crakrevenue method 

 

3 – G2A Method 
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AlexaMaster Method 

Okay so let’s start, this method requires a 

decent PC (due to VirtualBox requeriment) 

or multiple PC’s (more PC you have more 

links you’ll be able to open so more 

money you’ll make). 

The website where we’ll be working on is 

called Alexa Master, the key of this page is 

that has an Auto Surf method (without 

having to upgrade the account or 

something like that) to start with this 

you’ll follow those steps: 

1- Register on Alexa Master: 

http://system.alexamaster.com/inde

x.php?Master=9833 
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2- Unblock Pop-ups (I use Mozilla but 

I guess you can use Chrome too) 

here’s how to do it: 

http://www.wikihow.com/Allow-

Pop%E2%80%93ups 

3- Install Alexa Master plugin:  

 

Go to Chrome web store (type it on 

google) and on the search field type 

Alexa traffic rank and search this 

one: 
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4- Once you have done all this, head to 

Auto-Surf (do not open more than 1 

tab per computer) 

 
5- Now just let the tab alone and you’ll 

be earning points (then you’ll be 

able to redeem points for money), 

but this does not end here, the trick 

is that you can run this on multiple 

PCs or on other virtualbox 

machines so we’ll do the following 
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6- Download virtualbox here: 

http://download.virtualbox.org/virtu

albox/4.3.20/VirtualBox-4.3.20-

96997-Win.exe 

7- Download XP ISO here: 

https://mega.co.nz/#!2EwEHa6T!8He

PWO6QaRLqOzMzhm68oiIiMaopy0L

-4QOYgNCx9TA 
 

8- Repeat the process on the virtual 

box machines and make $$$ 

(Here’s a tutorial on how to install XP 

on VirtualBox: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

DeGRIWwd_Ao) 
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9- As final step we’ll need to set up an 

VPN for every Virtual-Box Machine. 

The VPN that we’ll be using (its free) 

its called CyberGhost (you can find 

others VPN’s on HackForums) 

Download CyberGhost here: 

http://www.cyberghostvpn.com/en/

download/windows 

 

Here’s a guide on how to use it: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

x2yuVvV584Q 

 

If CyberGhost is not working try to 

use HotSpot Shield VPN: 

http://mydati.com//download/hss-

win2/HSS-701.exe 
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Here’s a guide for HotSpot Shield 

VPN: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

hgU7xee5LiQ 
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Crakrevenue Method 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Okay so first of all I need to say that this method requires a good time to 

set up (its not something that you do in 10 minutes and you see money 

coming it requires a bit more so don’t be lazy and be like “I’ll do it later”) 

If you put effort once you set up you’ll be making money very soon. Also 

you’ll see that the method is totally Autopilot. 

 

FIRST OF ALL 

Once you decided to start you’ll need to head to 

http://www.crakrevenue.com/ In this website you get very good offers 

for adult traffic. That's right, we will be generating adult traffic. When you 

register they will review your application and then email you if you have 

been accepted or not. You have to explain why you want to work with 

them etc. Just write some honest stuff here, for example: 

 

»I currently do not have a website, but I am using social media and ads 

purchasing to promote the campaigns you are offering. I have heard 

about you on a forum and i read some positive reviews about your 

company. I am looking forward to business with you. Thank you for 

reading my application.  

Best Regards, your name here«  

 

It usually takes 1 day to review your application and email you the 

verification answer. The payment methods available are cheque, wire, 

paxum and payoneer. 
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THE BEST OFFER 

Now that you have signed up lets see their web offers. You will find a lot 

of offers, ones from 1 up to 100$ or even more. But we will be focusing 

on free sign-up webcam offers. They are paying 2.5$ for each customer 

that signs up to the website (from specific countries). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So these campaigns are paying us 2.5$ for each user that signs up for 

free on the website. Now all that is left for us to do is to generate some 

traffic! 
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REFERRAL LINK 

You  copy your referral link and use it later. This is your campaign referral 

link. 

 

Now we’ll see how we can make profit from this referral link 

 

FIRST TRAFFIC METHOD 

Now we will learn how to generate some traffic to our referral link. We 

will be basically using two methods. The first method will be, using 

Reddit and 4Chan (you can use also Pornhub forums or xHamster, but 

the most profitable thing is that you use the 2 first or search your own 

one site to spread it well). Register there and make a new post, 

containing a picture of a hot girl. Then put your link in the post along 

with something like: streaming right now guys, check my webcam then 

pm me your name so i can add you in a private webcam room <3. It will 

get a lot of guys to your link and they will also register to your website. 

Remember, each register is worth 2.5$ so you only need 20 registered 

users and you got yourself 50$. This method generates you a lot of 

traffic, but isn’t really autopilot. But it is definitely worth doing. 
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SECOND TRAFFIC METHOD 

The second method we will be using needs a bit more explaining. We 

will be using sexting forums, like kiksexting.com, sextingforum.net, 

snapchatgirls.com,... So first of all, you can register to these forums. Now 

what you will need to do, is, you will have to upload a sexy avatar. Just 

google for some naked girls, put them as your avatar and you are good 

to go. Now we will make our post. You can just copy and paste the same 

post in to all of the sections of the forum. 

Making the post 

First of all, the title. Your title should attract the horny people that are 

registered on sexting forums. You should try something like »19F, 

sending nudes, horny and lonely« or something along these lines, you 

get the point.  

In the post write something similar to »hey guys, soooo horny right now, 

i am currently filming myself on my webcam, come check me out and 

sign up for free <3 then pm me your username to get into the private 

webcam room and also get my kik & snapchat <3«.  

And below this text you will put a picture of a »video« that will have 

hyperlink in it, connecting to your referral link to webcam offer sign up 

(getting you the 2.5$).  

To do this, you need to get another sexy picture, a full naked body works 

best. And you also need a »play video« button. Do a simple google 

search and choose the one you like. Now all you need to do is put the 

»play« button into the picture. I am pretty basic here, i use MS Paint.  

Your »video« should look something like this.
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Now put your referral link as a hyperlink in the picture, so if a person 

clicks to »play« the video, they will actually click your referral link.  

Now you are ready to post your thread. After you do this, keep making 

these posts on different topics and different forums. You can just copy 

and paste them if you are lazy. You can use this on chatrooms also, the 

idea is that people register with your referral link so it does not matter 

where you get the people, just get them (also Im 100% sure that you can 

find some websites that are not saturated and you can make this even 

easier) 

 

The most important thing on this method is to not be lazy and be like “I’ll 

do it later, now I don’t want to do this”, the real people that is in love 

with making money and love earning money will  not answer or think 

like that and will try and do whatever they need to earn money because 

any of those methods can boost you to make a good income and 

develop your own methods. 
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G2A METHOD 
G2A Goldmine is an innovative profit generator. It is fully integrated with 

G2A.COM, one of the leading games and software selling platforms. The 

money you are to earn is based on purchases made in the G2A shop 

using your ‘Reflinks’ or discount coupons. 

 

 

It is simple as pie. Each product on G2A.COM includes some information 

about how much you can earn by recommending it. 

If someone clicks on your reflink  and after some time makes a purchase, 

the cookies will make sure that you receive the amount specified on the 

product page on the very day Person A placed the order.  is thus on level 

1 relation to you as he or she made the purchase directly thanks to your 

reflink. 

How does it work? Think about it for a second. Let\'s say you have 400 

friends (either in real or virtual world on such social media portals like 

Facebook, Tumblr or Twitter) and just 5% of them regularly buy games. 

Those 20 people are the key ones since they can earn money for you 

each time they purchase a new title. But that is not all. Consider what can 

happen if your friends start recommending Goldmine to others. If only 

they invite 20 people each your commission will grow to 400people! 
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Does that sound good enough? That's what we call the strength of unity 

when everybody can benefit equally 

That’s an example of how easy is to make money once you put a bit of 

work on it. 

 

Think for a moment if you know a: 

• Youtuber? 

• Blogger? 

• Website admin? 

• Message board moderator? 

• Streamer? 

• Website editor? 

• Someone who has a wide range of viewers? 

They are the Big Fish! Muster the courage... Level 1 relation remember? If 

you manage to convince such a popular person with lots of 

subscribers/viewers, you will earn 60% of their Goldmine income. Level 1 

relation, remember Or maybe this person is your friend’s friend? Tell him 

or her about Goldmine and make the connection work for you. In this 

case you will earn 40% of what the Big Fish earns. Level 2 relation if you 

remember. 
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Ok now all must be wondering how to make money from G2A because we 

need to sell their games and we have no idea who will buy the games too.We 

can simply make sales by signing up to game forums but it will take lots of 

time.So the easiest way is FB groups because we can get join instantly and 

also cover a lot of people.So here is the method. 

 

1. First is using facebook, we just need to join on different kinds of groups 

and post our Links there. Remember that you must be friendly to them, 

find specific post on each group related to your concerns the add a 

comment with you links. 

2. Using Twitter, you must have more followers to have many sales. Tweet 

something like this " A big discount of SIMS, grab it now" or "50% 

discounts on any PC games".. 

3. The most common one, join in any forums, money making forum, 

community forum, and games forum, post your link there something like 

this, "earn money while selling games visit this link for more information 

 

 

 

 

 

READ ME 
 

 

 

Thanks for your attention and don’t forget to review, comment, post earning proofs 

on the thread and if you see something that could be improved or you need help PM 

me on HackForums!! 


